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ALL NATIONS
LEADERSHIP COLLEGE
TIMETABLE & CURRICULUM

. . .

The curriculum includes the following subjects, grouped into three key 
modules, Skills, Theology and Application

Leadership College takes place online via Zoom on Wednesday evenings 
and one Saturday per month in term time.  

In addition we ask Ministry Formation Groups to meet regularly and 
informally to pray, support one another and to journey together.
The key questions for these Ministry Formation Groups are:

• How do the things we are learning apply in practice, in each of  
our contexts?

• How are you currently growing as a disciple?
• What experiences or difficulties have we experienced in the course 

of serving? How do we think biblically about them and how shall we 
pray about them?

The dates of the Wednesday and Saturday sessions are listed over the 
next few pages.



Timetable
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MONTH WEDNESDAY SATURDAY RESIDENTIAL

September
2021

Wed 29th / Thurs 30th

October
2021

Fuel the Fire & Turning Nations 
Conference - 1st & 2nd 

6th

13th 16th

20th

HALF TERM BREAK

November
2021

3rd

10th 20th

24th

December
2021

1st

8th

CHRISTMAS BREAK

January
2022

Thurs 13th - Fri 14th & Sat 15

19th 22nd

26th

February
2022

2nd

9th

16th 19th

HALF TERM BREAK

March
2022

2nd

9th

16th 19th

23rd

30th

April
2022

6th

EASTER BREAK

27th
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Timetable
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MONTH WEDNESDAY SATURDAY RESIDENTIAL

May
2022

Wed 4th -  Thurs 5th & Fuel the 
Fire 6th (TBC)

11th

18th 21st

25th

HALF TERM BREAK

June
2022

8th

15th 18th

22nd

29th

July
2022

6th

13th 16th

20th

8 Saturdays & 30 Wednesdays plus 3 residentials
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Curriculum

MODULE SUBJECT

Foundations

All Nations vision and values - Turning a nation

Discipleship culture

All Nations Culture

The Five Cs

Developing a prayer culture

Theology -
Salvation

Bible overview

God’s plan from Genesis 1 to Revelation 22

What must I do to be saved?

Theology - 
Nature & Character 
of God

Character and nature of God as Father

Christology

Person and work of the Holy Spirit

Theology - 
Church

Purpose of church and unity

Nature of church making disciples and hosting the Presence

Missional communities

Home Church - what and why?

Calling and ministries - five-fold ministries in team

Applications - 
The Kingdom
of God

Spiritual warfare

The full gospel of the kingdom

Transforming communities and neighbourhoods

Supernatural lifestyles impacting society

Applications - 
Learning from
Church History

Discipleship and mission in different contexts

The curriculum includes the following subjects, grouped into three key 
modules, Skills, Theology and Application:
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MODULE SUBJECT

Applications -
Reaching those of 
other faiths

Relating with other faiths

Reaching other cultures

Applications -
Issues in church
and society

Praying for people in various contexts

LGBT+

Skills - 
Secure in God and
not pleasing people

Qualifications of a leader

Accountability

Secure in grace not driven by a need to please

Spiritual disciplines

Skills -
Leading others

Empowering and releasing others

Introduction to mentoring, coaching, counselling, apprenticing and 
discipling

Team

Growing leaders

Delegation, boundaries and goal setting

Planning and spontaneity in Home Church gatherings

Conflict and correction in Home Churches

Teaching through conversation, dialogue and ‘doing’

Skills -
Crossing cultures

Discovery Bible studies

Mission and conversion

Points of contact for evangelism

Workplace discipleship and mission
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We will discuss in Ministry Formation Groups how you can take opportunities 
to develop skills in practice as you serve either in your own context or as  
an intern.

Putting it all into practice

You may produce an essay or structured presentation each term. Presentations 
can be as creative and imaginative as you are! What we ask is that they show 
you have researched thoroughly and engaged with the theme studied. We 
will give some guidance on what is expected if you wish to capture some of 
what you are learning in this way.

Assignments and presentations

. . .


